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Valeo Service,  
We care for you

This new aftermarket promise is supported by the five strong pillars of the aftermarket specialist: 
Product Care, this year again we bring many innovative products to improve the driver experience 
as you can discover below. Technical Care, with services to support both workshops and drivers. 
Marketing Care, with category management, loyalty programs and promotional scheme to boost 
sell out. Customer Care, with a team of specialists in all territories to handle in real time order 
management and queries. Logistics Care, delivering high service level thanks to the proximity of 
our 30 warehouses. 
This year Valeo Service introduces a new 6th pillar: the Digital Care to improve customer experience, 
and will present at Automechanika the new application “MyValeoParts”. 

O.E. innovations
At Automechanika the brand proves its strong O.E. legitimacy and leadership by winning the 
Automechanika Innovation Awards in the category OE product and services for the Valeo SCALA®, 
the World’s first automotive grade laser scanner for Active Safety and Automated Driving. In the 
same category, Valeo displays the Electric supercharger - Top five finalists of the Automechanika 
Innovation Awards and winner of the Pace Award 2016.

Aftermarket innovations
As Wiper Systems specialist, Valeo innovates for the aftermarket with the highly expected new 
Hydro ConnectTM wiper range. Innovative and smart - with the plug and drive easy fitting system - 
the range features only 47 part numbers for a 96% European car park coverage but most importantly 
is inclusive of the rear multiconnection which is new on the market.

The brand new FullPACK DMF® offer, rich of 60 references, simplifies range management by offering 
an “All-in-one-box” solution including either CSC or mechanical bearings. No more mismatch 
between components! This new DMF offer completes the range of DMF solutions exhibited on the 
booth with the 3 technologies available – Curved blade, Inner Damper and Long Travel Damper.

Valeo, the O.E. worldwide leader of the ultrasonic sensor technology launches in aftermarket a 
standardized 15 part numbers range. This plug and play offer comprises 3 different paintable fitting 
ring colors and the sensor packed in the same box.

Bus innovations from Spheros
A new Air Conditioning lineup dedicated for buses and coaches under the Spheros brand now part 
of the Valeo Group features 2 new products: The Citysphere - Compact air conditioner product for 
the city bus – Original Equipment or retrofit – and the Thermo E 200/320 Bus heater product: State-
of-the-art system with a sound heritage.

Technical Services innovations
Regarding services, Valeo speeds up the deployment of the Tech’Care program which is entirely 
dedicated to the workshops. Technical support, Technical promotion, assistance with the Valeo 
Service Connected Hotline and workshops tools will be demonstrated on the Agora – stand 
AG.0 A.60 – on the Valeo Trailer currently on technical tour around Europe. This is the perfect 
complementary area to experience the full Valeo Service Technical expertise. 

Digital Care
“MyValeoParts”: The new part finder by Valeo features links with social networks and permanent 
news feed. This App is part of a comprehensive digital program for professionals and users.
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The new Valeo Service 
As an aftermarket specialist Valeo Service cares for its customers in many dimensions and 
sets the basis of a longterm relationship. Caring is at the heart of the Valeo Service strategy 
going way beyond products and services and creating a necessary set of pillars leading to the 
complete customer satisfaction.

Valeo Service, We care for you is the new user centric strategy the brand is deploying from 2017 to match a strongly 
digitalized market place. The 5 main pillars of the Valeo Service strategy - Product Care, Technical Care, Marketing Care, 
Customer Care and Logistics Care – remain at the core of our vision of the market and are now linked and powered 
by a 6th pillar : The Digital Care.

Valeo Service supplies replacement parts to the Independent aftermarket and Original Equipment Spares (O.E.S) to the automakers. Trust the Aftermarket 
specialist with over 3,500 new products added each year, covering 14 product lines for passenger cars and 11 for industrial vehicles. The portfolio is build 
around 5 main markets Repair, Maintenance, Crash, Post-equipment and Trucks. Regarding the product lines, the growing product catalog already covers 
Transmission Systems, Wiper Systems, Lighting Systems, Engine Cooling, Air Conditioning, Electrical Systems, Braking systems, Engine Filtration, Engine 
Management Systems, Security Systems, Switches Systems, Air Management Systems, Electrical Accessories and Driving and Parking Assistance. All 
products are delivered by Valeo Service together with associated services for distributors, workshops and end-users. 

Employees

1,085
New References 

3,500

Turnover by 
distribution network

O.E. 87% 
Aftermarket 13%

Distribution 
warehouse

30

Commercial presence  
in more than 

151 countries

Product Care

Digital Care

Marketing Care

Logistics Care

Technical Care

Customer Care

Figures at December 2015
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Trust The Specialist 
Welcome the Specialist, the new aftermarket ambassador of the “We care for you” strategy. You can trust the 
Specialist to care for all our customers satisfaction, thanks to his O.E. pedigree and aftermarket knowledge, 
to offer technical support, tips and advices on diagnostic or product usage , and sharing regular news on our 
wide range of products and services. The Specialist is a Repair and Maintenance expert you can call upon to 
enhance your customer experience of Valeo products.  

EPISODE 1  
A new era.
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Innovation is in our genes 

Valeo SCALA®…
is the World’s first automotive grade laser scanner for Active Safety and Automated Driving 
resulting from over 20 years of technology and expertise (exclusive partnership with Ibeo).

VALEO SCALA®

The laser scanner, enabling automated driving Valeo SCALA® is a unique Valeo’s technology which will be a key ena-
bler for highly automated driving thanks to its extended detection range, wide field of view and accuracy.

Valeo SCALA® laser scanner scans the area in front of the vehicle and detects vehicles, motorbikes, pedestrians and 
static obstacles like trees, parked vehicles and guard rails – all with an extremely high level of accuracy. It works du-
ring the day and at night, when the car is driving at both high and low speeds. Using the collected data, the scanner 
creates a map of the environment allowing it to analyze and anticipate events around the vehicle. This technology 
serves to enhance active safety by initiating measures like evasion maneuvers and emergency breaking whenever 
vehicles or pedestrians suddenly appear in front of the vehicle. The scanner also collects information that is essential 
for highly automated driving systems and automated valet parking.

Valeo’s technologically innovative SCALA® can be used as part of the highly automated Drive4U® solution, as shown 
during a demonstration in real traffic conditions. When in automated mode, the system took full control of the 
vehicle’s steering, acceleration and the brakes.

Thanks to the Valeo SCALA®, the Drive4U® innovation also includes enhanced active safety features that not only make 
driving safer in both manual and automated modes but also help to increase the efficiency of car travel.
In addition, Valeo SCALA® laser scanner is the main technology featured in the automated valet parking prototype 
Valet Park4U®. With Valet Park4U®, vehicles can find a suitable space and park by themselves without a driver.

 THE INNOVATION 
‣  Sensor for enhanced Active Safety and Automated Driving

‣  Highly robust against disturbance by ambient light and adverse weather and full night time capability

‣  Operates within safety class 1 (safe under all conditions of normal use)

‣  Unique combination of range, field of view and resolution

‣  Direct detection of free space and stationary objects

‣  Simultaneous tracking

‣  Utilization of over 20 years of technology expertise (exclusive partnership with Ibeo)

Valeo SCALA® 

WINNER 
In the category O.E. 
Products and Services
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is enrooted in our O.E. genes  

Valeo’s electric supercharger is the first electric driven compressor that will be in mass 
production. The use of an electric motor allows a faster response time and therefore eli-
minates the “turbo-lag” effect that is perceived today on traditional turbocharged engines. 
Designed for both 12V and upcoming 48V applications, Valeo electric supercharger inte-
grates its own electronic control unit connected via CAN bus to the vehicle. 

ELECTRIC SUPERCHARGER 48V
An electric supercharger that combines lower fuel consumption and enhanced performanceDownsizing is one of 
the main way automakers cut fuel consumption in their vehicle. To maintain the same high levels of performance 
while reducing engine size, engine manufacturers generally opt for a turbocharger driven by the engine’s exhaust 
gas. The drawback is a long response time, known as ‘turbo lag’. Valeo is making this problem a thing of the past 
with its range of electric superchargers. Part of the Valeo e4Boost 48V Powertrain System, the electric superchar-
ger, unlike turbochargers powered by exhaust gases, is driven by an electric motor, using switch reluctance tech-
nology, resulting in almost zero lag (250 milliseconds).

Used with a 12- or 48-volt electrical architecture, the system enables to reduce fuel consumption by 10%*, thanks 
to further downsizing and downspeeding. Capable of replacing or supplementing turbochargers, it enhances both 
driving comfort and in-gear acceleration, which improves by 27% without increasing fuel consumption*. When 
coupled with a Valeo energy recovery system, this electric supercharger can be used to create a cost-competitive 
alternative hybrid solution that delivers fuel savings from 15% to 20%*.

The Electric Superchager 48V is a winner of the 2016 PACE Awards.

* Valeo estimate, pending vehicle applications, not contractual value.

 THE INNOVATION 

Turbocharged engine take rate increases in all major markets (USA, Europe, China and recently even Japan). Key 
challenge for turbochargers, driven by exhaust gases, is to be efficient over a wide range of engine speeds in order 
to achieve a higher specific power. At low engine rotation speed, the turbocharger efficiency is reduced due to 
limited available energy at the exhaust side. The driver can perceive this inefficiency through a phenomon called 
“turbo-lag” (perception of delay between the action on the gas pedal and the engine behavior).

‣   With the introduction of the Valeo’s electric supercharger, 
the turbocharger can be tuned to work in a specific area 
and therefore achieve a higher turbo efficiency.

‣   This product is key technology enabler to go further in 
engine downsizing (and further improve fuel efficiency) 
without compromise to vehicle performance.

Electric Supercharger 
TOP 5 FINALIST
In the category O.E. 
Products and Services
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Trust the Wiper Systems Specialist:  
Hydro ConnectTM, source of performance 

Hydro ConnectTM is the new range 100% flat blade dedicated for the aftermarket. Hydro 
ConnectTM features two categories: “Multiconnection” covering front and rear  O.E. flat 
blades and “Upgrade” covering hook arms. Valeo has leveraged its strong O.E. expertise to 
deliver a top quality wiper blade that addresses key needs on the market.

 THE TECHNOLOGIES 

Multiconnection for front O.E. flat blades
‣  Only 3 connectors to fit 12 types of front arms 
‣   Asymmetrical spoiler to ensure a better wiping  

performance thanks to an even pressure across  
the windshield

‣   Long lasting rubber with its high-tech  
protective rubber coating

‣  96% European coverage with 20 references

Multiconnection for rear O.E. flat blades
‣  Only 3 connectors to fit 6 types of rear arms 
‣   Long lasting rubber with its high-tech  

protective rubber coating
‣  96% European coverage with 8 references

Upgrade range covering hook arms 
‣   Upgrade your conventional blades to 

Ultra Flatblade technology
‣   Asymmetrical spoiler to ensure a better wiping  

performance thanks to an even pressure across  
the windshield

‣  Easy fitting with the Easy-Clic® system
‣   85% of the European carparc equipped with 

hook arms is covered with 14 references

NEW
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Find out more P14

 VALEO ADVANTAGES 
‣   Hydro ConnectTM wipers feature a modern  

and premium packaging for an eye-catching  
point of sales

‣   Strong brand visibility
‣   Clear part numbers identification on stocks thanks to part 

numbers printed on top and bottom
‣   “MyValeoParts”: the quick and efficient application for 

online catalogue access

‣   Complete list of applications for an easy purchase
‣   Fitting instructions included inside the packaging
‣   Unique selling point (USP) identification
‣   Supportive services (QR codes linking to videos, fitting 

instructions, diagnosis, tips…)

 BENEFITS 
‣  Innovative with its new rear multiconnection
‣  Smart, offering an easy fitting with its Plug&Drive connection.
‣  Technologic, featuring an excellent wiping performance for a perfect visibility
‣  Evolutive, ready to cover the upcoming applications with no additional part numbers
‣  Performant, using the O.E. long lasting rubber and asymmetrical spoiler technology
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All Valeo clutches are manufactured according to Valeo’s highest quality standards, making 
Valeo products efficient and reliable and ensuring full customer satisfaction.
Valeo’s expertise in research and development allows the reduction of clutch noise and 
vibrations along with enhanced driver comfort through better gear changes, giving consumers 
a smoother and more comfortable ride. 
In Automechanicka Valeo Service presents all DMF technologies as well  
as a new after market Full Pack Offer.

THE DMF (DUAL MASS FLYWHEEL) 
The advanced transmission technology for an optimal driving comfort

Modern engines produce higher torques that can be driven at low engine 
speeds. As a result, the maximum engines torque to be transmitted increases 
along with noise and vibration. This trend has made the DMF the key solution 
for modern vehicles transmission. Indeed the Dual Mass Flywheel – by opposi-
tion to a conventional clutch with a rigid flywheel - ensures vibrations filtering 
function thanks to a damper placed directly into the flywheel.

 THE TECHNOLOGIES 

Curved-spring DMF technology
The DMF is made up of two independent flywheels. The design splits the inertia between the engine and the trans-
mission to keep the power train below the idle speed. There are two long curved springs between the flywheels that 
absorb the engine vibrations. The main advantage is a great angular damping which allows the maximum filtration.

DMF with Inner damper
In addition to the two curved springs, small straight springs - less sensitive to the centrifugal load - are integrated in 
the drive plate. This technology is ideal for extremely demanding applications like rear wheel drive vehicles where it 
is necessary to have very low vibrations at gearbox entry level.

Long Travel Damper (L.T.D.) DMF
For this technology, In addition to the curved springs, two sets of three springs are operating in series and synchro-
nized by a back plate. These straight springs are less sensitive to the centrifugal force and provide less friction than 
curved springs. This combination allows providing optimal filtration thanks to a maximum angular displacement. This 
highly performing technology offers a remarkable driving comfort and all the qualities required for high-performance 
engines as well as for hybrid powertrain.

FULLPACK DMF®

Valeo Srevice presents its new FullPACK 
DMF® range, an all-in-one simplified offer 
with all necessary parts in one box: DMF, 
disc, cover, hydraulic or mechanical bearing 
and screws.

 VALEO ADVANTAGES 
‣  All-in-the-box
‣  Reliable
‣  Higher Sales

NEW
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the aftermarket: Ultrasonic Park Sensors 

With an increasing proportion of vehicles equiped with sensors, around one third of the 
passenger cars will have Valeo Parking Sensors equipped in O.E. by 2020. 

 THE TECHNOLOGIES 

The theory behind the ultrasonic sensor is based on echo-location (like Sonars, used for navigation purposes). The 
frequency of the sound provides accuracy and remains inconspicuous. As sound hits a solid object, it is reflected 
back creating an echo. Since the speed of sound is known and constant for similar conditions, (such as wind or 
humidity to name a few), it is possible to determine the distance of the object emitting an echo by multiplying the 
speed of sound by half the time it takes to detect the echo (because the echo time is actually the time it takes the 
sound to hit an obstacle and travel back). 

A growing market
‣   More than 10 millions vehicles equiped by Valeo each year

‣   More and more vehicles equiped with Valeo’s technology

‣   More and more sensors present on each equiped vehicle 

 VALEO ADVANTAGES 
‣   High quality O.E. products 

‣   Designed to face the extreme conditions  
(-40° C and +95°C)

‣   Certified ISO TC 204 with MALSO standards

‣   Easy storage

‣   Easy identification (O.E.S. cross, vehicles  
applications, position)

‣   Easy fitting without any electronic initialization 

‣   Match with most bumper colour

‣   High technology components

‣   A short range of 15 Part numbers covering over 
32 million vehicles in Europe

1 SENSOR

 3 FITTING RINGS

1 OFFER

+ =
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 2 MAJOR FOCUSES WILL COME TO  
 ENRICH THE BUS AND COACHES  
 VEHICLES PORTFOLIO. 

-  The «Citysphere, Compact air conditioner product  
for the city bus: small unit – big effect» original 
equipment or retrofit

-  Spheros Thermo E heaters, State-of-the-art system  
with a sound heritage

Spheros, a Valeo Brand…
In Automechanika this year we host a brand new Air Conditioning lineup dedicated to buses 
and coaches under the Spheros brand now part of the Valeo Group. 

Spheros is one of the global market leaders in the development and manufacture of engine-independent heating 
systems, water pumps, air conditioners and roof hatches, accompanied by comprehensive service. Air management 
in buses has always been our core expertise - for over 60 years.

Spheros satisfies the most stringent requirements in terms of quality and reliability. Applying a high level of initiative 
power to stay ahead of the constantly growing demands of Spheros customers is the principle of our success. Our 
partners all over the world receive individual and, above all, cost-effective solutions which have been optimally 
tailored to diverse climatic conditions.

 CITYSPHERE 
‣   Weight-reduced: saves expensive fuel and reduces CO2 emissions

‣   Hermetically sealed, pre-filled cooling circuit: 
Operation with alternative refrigerants possible in future

‣   Patented, vehicle-independent air distribution system

‣   Can already be used in hybrid and other alternative bus drive 
concepts

‣   Conforms to the requirements of the future VDV guideline 236/1

 THERMO E 200/320 
‣   20 and 32 kW versions cover performance requirements  

of all applications

‣   Integral control unit with waterproof connectors for a high 
degree of reliability

‣   Simple maintenance with diagnosis via blink code

‣   Optimised heat exchanger guarantees high degree of 
efficiency and low fuel consumption

‣   Low emission values (significantly below legal limits)

THE CITY BUS SYSTEM FOR NOW AND IN THE FUTURE
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New technical services for professionals 

Valeo Service gets closer 
Valeo service brings its Technical Care program to the garage doorstep 
thanks to a brand new Trailer fully fitted for trainings and demonstrations. 
The means of presentation for products have been chosen to be as 
didactic as possible, such as demo-car, video walls, garage equipments 
and product mock-ups. Automechanika, is one more step of a long road 
show, travelling through 20 different countries, with more than 130 
events such as national and regional exhibitions, key customers events 
or Valeo Service Tech’Days.

Valeo Connected hotline  
Help customers by seeing what they see 
The Valeo Technical Hotline answers calls all over the 
world and allows its customers and workshops to get 
product support on fitment issues, product application 
or cross reference enquiries. Using a customised CRM 
tool, Valeo Service is able to follow up and analyse the 
use of the hotline in order to better understand and 
answer the customer’s needs like identifying fitting 
issues in order to provide technical bulletins.

In 2016, Valeo will offer a new service of connected 
hotline for its customers. In some cases, the Valeo 
Tech’Care hotliners can solve technical problems faster 
and better by seeing what the customers see instead of 
only using the voice communication.

Outstanding services 
Through our worldwide Tech’Care program, Valeo Service offers professional training and assistance to both our 
customers and customers of our customers. Utilizing our advanced Technical knowledge based on years of experience 
in the automotive industry, this dedicated program offers the chance to pass on our know-how.

Our knowledge anytime, anywhere, Valeo delivers more than «just» premium products of O.E. quality. Our Technical 
team help them understand our products and helps them sell. To deliver a complete expertise, Tech’Care is based on 
four pillars.

TECHNICAL 
PROMOTION
‣   Get a personnalized  

support by Valeo 

TECHNICAL 
TRAINING
‣   Get technical with Valeo
‣   Workshops
‣   E-learning modules
‣   Webinar

TECHNICAL 
SUPPORT
‣   Get support and 

assistance with Valeo 
‣   Technical Hotline 
‣   Valeo Tech’Assist

WORKSHOP TOOLS
‣   Servicing with a smile 
‣   ClimFiLL®

‣   Regloscope®

‣   FastFILLTM

‣  Brake Fluid Tester

 BENEFITS 
‣   Increase 1st time fix rate by 35%
‣   Improve customer satisfaction by 15%
‣   Reduce Repair time by 19%
‣   Reduce car downtime and related costs by 14%
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MyValeoParts
Make your day-to-day work easier 
The new MyValeoParts is a part finder which 
helps professionals and drivers to find the 
right part to their vehicles. Finding a car part 
has never been easier thanks to this new App.

 ALL VALEO CAR PARTS ANYTIME ANYWHERE 
‣   All Valeo Service products for passenger cars, light 

commercial vehicles and trucks

‣   14 languages

‣   Spare parts for passenger cars, LCV’s, trucks

‣   Quarterly updated

 A QUICK ACCESS TO COMPLETE  
 PRODUCT INFORMATION 
‣   Car application

‣  Technical information

‣  Drawings

‣  Fitting drawings instructions

‣  Original reference application

 LOCATE THE NEAREST  
 VALEO SERVICE OFFICE 
‣   Contact easily your local 

Valeo Service entity and 
technical hotline

 MULTI SEARCH PATH 
‣   By article: article number, technical code, original spare 

part reference, aftermarket spare part reference

‣   By vehicle: select your vehicle type or enter the VIN 
code (Vehicle Identification Number) and access to all 
Valeo products available for your vehicle

 LASTEST INNOVATIONS  
 AND PRODUCTS 
‣   News and innovation alerts
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Europe
54 Production sites
15 R&D Centers
3 Distribution platforms
39,518 employees

North America
17 Production sites
5 R&D Centers
2 Distribution platforms
12,631 employees

South America
5 Production sites
3 R&D Centers
2 Distribution platforms
2,265 employees

Africa
7 Production sites
1 R&D Centers
2,812 employees

Asia
51 Production sites
15 R&D Centers
3 Distribution platforms
25,574 employees

Valeo is an automotive supplier, partner to all automakers worldwide. 

As a technology company, Valeo proposes innovative products and systems that contribute to the reduction of CO2 emissions and to 
the development of intuitive driving. In 2015, the Group generated sales of 14.5 billion euros and invested over 10% of its original 
equipment sales in research and development. Valeo has 134 plants, 17 research centers, 35 development centers and 15 distribution 

platforms, and employs 82,800 people in 32 countries worldwide.

Valeo is listed on Euronext Paris and is a member of the CAC 40 index.

Turnover by Activity

Comfort and Driving Assistance Systems  18%

Powertrain Systems 26%

Thermal Systems 28%

Visibility Systems 28%

Turnover

14.5 Billion €

Order Intake 

20.1 Billion €

82,800 Employees

17 Research centers

35 Development centers

134 Production sites

15 Production platforms

Valeo
A leading worldwide supplier  
in the automotive Industry 
Valeo is the automotive supplier partner to all automakers worldwide. As a technology company, Valeo proposes 
innovative products and systems that contribute to the reduction of CO2 emissions and to the development of intuitive 
driving. In 2015, Valeo achieved 14.5 billion euros sales and invested over 10% of its original equipment sales in 
research and development. Valeo is made up of 4 business groups and an aftermarket activity, Valeo Service. 

Figures at December 2015
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Press contact

Valeo Service
Hervé Sossah
70, rue Pleyel

93285 Saint-Denis
France 

herve.sossah@valeo.com
+33 (0)1 49 45 35 48 ©
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